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attributes, the emotional intensity of reviews. Then we build the model of influence factors of
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iwom has changed by using cross section analysis and first order difference analysis.
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1.Introduction

The traditional word of mouth is an informal communication of information such as brand,
product and service among consumers which is not for the purpose of commercial marketing. Its
influence is subjected to the restrictions of the consumers' range of social greatly. And as time goes
on, its influence will diminish quickly. Recently, more consumers release the product reviews on the
internet with the popularity of iwom [1]. 

Based  on  the  characteristics  of  low  cost  and  two-way  communication  of  internet,  iwom
overcomes defect of traditional wom which can only spread within the limited social boundary and
weaken fast  with  the  increasing  of  the  time  and distance.  And because  of  the  anonymity and
timeliness of the internet, consumers can spread the information to anyone at any time. It makes the
influence of iwom to the spread of the geometric level.

Consumers can post perception of product in the form of review on the internet freely. It can
quickly get all  kinds of positive, negative or neutral reviews from consumers together, to form
iwom. Potential customers will acquire the perception of iwom of product through browsing these
reviews.  It  will  affect  their  purchase decisions,  thus  influence the sales  of  the  products.  Many
studies have shown that the influence of negative iwom is more prominent than the influence of
positive iwom[2]. Therefore, always understand the change of iwom is not only the compulsory
course before consumers to buy the product,  but also the important reference for enterprises to
improve product and service.

Online reviews are a main embodiment of iwom. It is a customer oriented information and
different  from  the  information  which  provided  by  enterprise.  It  is  also  a  supplement  to  the
personalized  recommendation  which  includes  the  product  description,  expert  reviews  and
automatically generated information by e-commerce system. Due to the high reliability and strong
experience of online reviews, it is often considered as more reference value than the information
which provided by  enterprise.  Online reviews as  quantifiable  text  information include structure
characteristics such as number, length and rating. But due to lack of effective regulation and control
means, the related interest groups use the convenience of internet platform to release false online
reviews which are good for their own products but against their competitors’ products. It reduces
the credibility of online reviews. So if we measure iwom of products only by the number of online
reviews and rating, we cannot quantify the value of iwom accurately.

The paper introduces the quantifiable and unquantifiable indicators of iwom on the basis of
combining previous qualitative research of iwom.

2.The Determination Of Quantitative Indicators Of Iwom

2.1The quantifiable indicators

(1) The number of online reviews 
By summarizing the study of iwom, we find that the key objective characteristics of online

reviews (number and rating) have influence on iwom perception [3]. The number of online reviews
decides the number of consumers who participate in discussing about product. The more reviews
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mean more consumers attention to the product [4]. This conclusion is further validation by Duan
through studying the relationship of movie reviews and box office in the Yahoo website [5].  It
shows  that  the  number  of  online  reviews  is  one  of  the  important  factors  in  the  process  of
quantitative perception of iwom. Therefore, we hypothesize H1:

H1:  The number  of  online  reviews  has  a  positive  influence on  quantitative  perception  of
iwom.

(2) The rating of online reviews
And the rating of reviews is a direct response to the product by consumers. It is generally

believed that the higher rating the better evaluation by consumers. Then potential consumers will
enhance recognition of product  iwom. However,  through the existing research we find that  the
conclusion about the influence on iwom perception from rating is inconsistent by scholars. Some
scholars found that the consumers who contact with the positive reviews bought products on the
frequency of 2 times to other consumers [6],  while Liu (2006) put  forward a question through
empirical research based on movie reviews from Yahoo. His result showed that the rate of online
reviews had no direct influence on film [7].

Although he conclusion about the influence on iwom from the rating of online reviews is
inconsistent, its importance is no doubt. The paper assumes that rating will influence quantitative
perception of iwom. And its influence will be further verification through the model. Therefore, we
hypothesize H2:

H2: The rating of online reviews has a certain positive influence on quantitative perception of
iwom.

(3) The proportion of negative online reviews
Negative online reviews can lead to negative perception of iwom about products [8]. And the

influence on reducing the product sales by negative reviews is more significant than the influence
on increasing the product sales by positive reviews [3]. 

The paper regards the proportion of negative online reviews as an important supplement of
measuring  negative  iwom perception  based  on  previous  research  conclusion  in  order  to  avoid
possible deviation by using the rating of reviews simply. Therefore, we hypothesize H3:

H3: The proportion of negative reviews has a negative influence on quantitative perception of
iwom.

(4) The price of product
The  price  has  two  sides’ dual  effects  of  iwom.  A low  price  is  a  prerequisite  for  more

consumers contact with product. The low-priced products are more easily accepted by consumers
relative to the high-priced. But the price is also an embodiment of the quality of the product. Higher
price means higher quality assurance for the consumers. It will lead to an improvement in product
iwom in a certain extent. However, too high or too low prices will add to perceived risk of product
[9]. Therefore, we hypothesize H4:

H4: The price of product has certain adjustment of quantitative perception of iwom.
Aim at the question of the influence degree from the rating of online reviews and the price of

product  to  quantitative  perception  of  iwom  is  uncertain,  mainly  because  at  present  the  most
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researches regard attribute of online reviews as exogenous variables of influence iwomand ignore
the  endogenous  problem which  maybe  generate  from the  influence  factors  model.  It  leads  to
overvalue the effect of online reviews. Therefore, the paper explains the influence from endogenous
problem to quantitative perception of iwom through cross section analysis and first order difference
analysis respectively. 

2.2Control influence of endogenous

The existence of endogenous leads to the estimation results of independent variable coefficient
produce errors in the econometric model [10]. The important reason of producing endogenous is
missing important relevant variables in the model. The endogenous is an important problem which
affects the research conclusion in the relationship analysis between attribute of online reviews and
quantitative perception of iwom. Because the intrinsic properties such as the brand effect and the
quality of product can influence online reviews and quantitative perception of iwom of product by
consumers at the same time, the endogenous problem is produced that leads to overvalue the effect
of online reviews. Therefore, we hypothesize H5 and H6:

H5: When the influence of endogenous is controlled, the influence degree from the rating of
online reviews to quantitative perception of iwom will be weakened.

H6: When the influence of endogenous is controlled, the influence degree from the price of
product to quantitative perception of iwom will be weakened.

2.3The unquantifiable indicators

The key objective characteristics such as the number and rating of online reviews can be
manipulated  by wildcatter  through a  lot  of  frauds  in  the  era  of  the  open internet.  In  order  to
comprehensively measure the product iwom, the paper introduces the unquantifiable indicators of
iwom for avoiding the error of the quantitative indicators caused by vicious competition [11]. 

(1) The feature words of product attributes
The feature words of product attributes are the objective description of the product itself and

its services. The number of feature words which mined from online reviews relates to the fit of
product  that  reviews  described.  The  more  the  review has  feature  words,  the  higher  relevance
between review and product, and then it has more useful to quantitative perception of iwom of
product. Therefore, we hypothesize H7:

H7:  The  feature  words  of  product  attributes  have  a  positive  influence  on  quantitative
perception of iwom.

(2) The emotional intensity of reviews
When consumers release online reviews, they will make emotional evaluation based on their

using  experience  and  subjective  feelings.  The  emotional  intensity  of  reviews  will  reflect  the
emotional  tendencies of consumers for the product.  The positive emotion means recognition of
products. It can develop the iwom of product. Therefore, we hypothesize H8:

H8: The emotional intensity of reviews has a positive influence on quantitative perception of
iwom.
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2.4The theoretical model

Based on  previous  research conclusion  and the  theoretical  assumptions,  the  paper  mainly
analyzes  the  influence  on  value  perception  of  iwom  by  the  quantifiable  indicators  and
unquantifiable indicators. The model of influence factors of iwom perception is shown as in figure
1.

Figure 1: The model of influence factors of iwom

3.The Influence From Online Reviews To Quantitative Perception Of Iwom

3.1Data sources and variables analysis

Online reviews that studied in the paper are text including product quality, service quality and
rating which consumers release in B2C e-commerce. And the amazon is one of the main online
shopping  platforms.  The  paper  chooses  mobile  phones  as  experimental  research  object  which
release during  March  1,  2015 to June 1,  2015 from amazon.  The  deadline of  grabbing  online
reviews is July 1, 2015. This is to ensure that the number of online reviews of new released mobile
phone can meet certain requirement. The paper regards the number of online reviews greater than
100 as the restrictive conditions to filter the grabbing online reviews, and we get 185 effective
products after removing the phones which do not meet the requirements of number.

Considering the endogenous problems including the quality of product, brand effect and so on
possible to cause the estimate error of each attribute of online reviews, the paper introduces the

brands rank, the number of competitors, the magnitude of reduction and the release time of product
as the control variables into model. 

In  order  to  comprehensive analyze  the influence from each attribute  of  online reviews to
quantitative perception of iwom, the paper establishes two independent linear models named model
1 and model 2 between quantitative perception of iwom and each influence factors based on the
results of the above analysis. In order to avoid the effects of the heteroscedasticity and skewness,
some variables in the model take the form of natural logarithm:salei

Model 1:

ln(sale i)=α+α 1 ln(rank )+α 2 ln(competitor)+α 3 reduction+α 4 ln(date)    (3.1)
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Where the dependent variable of quantitative perception of iwom (sale) is expressed by the
logarithm value of sales rank of the mobile phone. rank is expressed by the brands rank, competitor
is expressed by the number of competitors, reduction is expressed by the magnitude of reduction,
and date is expressed by the release time of product. α is the constant term, α1, α2, α3andα4are the
coefficient of rank, competitor, reduction and date respectively.

Model 2:

ln(sale i)=α +α 1 ln(rank)+α 2ln (competitor )+α 3 reduction+α 4 ln(date)

+β 1 ln(number)+β 2
1

number i

+β 3negp+β 4ln ( price)

+β 5
1

numberi
∑ feature+β 6

1
number i

∑ emotion

   (3.2)

Where  the  indepedentvariable  of  number  is  expressed  by the  actual  statistical  number  of
reviews, rate is expressed by the rating ofonlinereviews, negp is expressed by the number of rating
with 1 accounted for  the  proportion of  the  total  number  of  reviews,  price  is  expressed by the
average price during the time of product release to the time of grabbing online reviews, feature is
expressed by the number of feature words of product attributes which extract from online reviews,
emotion is expressed by the level of emotional intensity of reviews. numberi is the number of online
reviews belongs to ith mobile phone. β1,β2,β3,β4,β5andβ6are the coefficient of number, rate, negp,
price,  feature  and  emotion  respectively.  The  function  of  model  1  is  observation  whether  the
goodness-of-fit of the model has obvious ascension when the variables of online reviews added, in
order to illustrate that whether each attribute of online reviews have important influence on iwom
perception.

3.2The cross-section analysis

In the model 2 the paper needs to analyze the influence from each attribute of online reviews
to the iwom perception, which is the plus-minus sign and significant of β1~β6, . Based on the above
assumptions, the variables of number, rate, feature and emotion have the positive influence on iwom
perception, negp has a negative influence on iwom perception, and price has certain adjustment of
iwom  perception.  Because  the  smaller  the  sales  ranking  is,  the  higher  iwom  perception  is.
Therefore, we can speculate that β1,β2,β5,β6<0, β3>0 and β4 is indefinite. Because we add 4 control
variables to the model 1 and 2, it may cause the multicollinearity problem. Therefore, in order to
avoid potential multicollinearity problem, the corresponding variables are carried on the centralized
processing.  And  we  calculate  the  variance  inflation  factor,  all  VIF<5.  It  means  that  the
multicollinearity of the model is controlled within the acceptable range. The results of the cross-
section regression analysis of model 1 and 2 are shown as table 1.

6
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Variables Model 1 Model 2

rank 0.425（0.251） 0.384**（0.233）

competitor 0.241（0.176） 0.205（0.142）

reduction -0.346(0.385) -0.012（0.297）

date 0.084**（0.057） 0.254***（0.072）

number  -0.248***（0.041）

rate  -1.028*（0.657）

negp  7.546***（5.821）

price  0.134*（0.103）

feature  -1.725*（0.826）

emotion  -3.217***（1.254）

α 3.417***（0.546） 4.958***（0.627）

Sample size 185 185

F 1.24* 6.02***

R2 0.045 0.255

Table 1: The influence from online reviews to quantitative perception of iwom-the cross-section
regression analysis

(Note:  *  represents  p<0.10 ； ** represents p<0.05 ； *** represents  p<0.01.The Numbers
listed in the table are estimates of coefficient for the model, the numbers in brackets are the standard
error. The following tables are the same.)

From table  1,  we  can  see  that  when  model  1  only has  the  control  variables  without  the

variables of online reviews, it is only marginal significant (F=1.24，P=0.07) and the goodness of fit
is poor at the same time (R2=0.045). After we added the variables of online reviews to the model 2,
the goodness of fit  rises from 0.045 to 0.255. The significance level of model  2 also improves
significantly (F=6.02). Through the results of the cross-section regression analysis of model 1 and
2, we can find that the goodness of fit and significance of model improve significantly. It means that
online reviews have important influence on quantitative perception of iwom.

3.3The first order difference analysis

In the cross-section regression analysis, the model 2 regards the variables of online reviews as
exogenous variables and finds that the  number,  rate,  feature and  emotion of online reviews have
positive significant influence on quantitative perception of iwom and the negp of online reviews has
negative significant  influence on quantitative perception of iwom, while the variables of online
reviews are likely to be endogenous variables. Ignoring the influence of endogenous may lead to the
estimation results of the variables of online reviews produce errors.

In the regression analysis, introducing endogenous thought is an effective solution to control
the error of regression. But in the existing researches, the scholars always regard each attribute
variables  of  online  reviews as  exogenous variables.  The main  reason is  that  the  factors  which
influence the quantitative perception of iwom may not be online reviews, but the unquantifiable
internal factors inside the product. Such as the product quality, popularity and so on that mentioned
in the analysis of influence factors of file sharing by Oberholzer-Gee [12].
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In the regression model of the paper, controlling more factors is a practical way to deal with
the problem of potential endogeneity. Therefore, the paper establishes the model of cross-section
analysis with the control variables of rank, competitor, reduction and date to weaken the influence
of  the  endogenous.  But  there  are  many influence  factors  which  are  difficult  to  observation  or
measurement, they also relate to the online reviews and quantitative perception of iwom. So it is
likely to lead to endogenous problems. Therefore, the paper not only weakens the influence of the
endogenous by adding the controllable control variable, but also needs to further test whether the
endogenous problems still exist. We add the fixed effect λ of unquantifiable variables on behalf of
the product quality and so on into the model 1and 2. The test result of fixed effect shows that λ is
significant different to 0. It means we miss the important relevant variables in the cross-section
regression analysis which leads to overvalue the effect of online reviews. The paper uses the model
of first order difference analysis to eliminate the potential effect of endogenous.

We add the fixed effect λ of immeasurable variables into the model 2, λ includes all influence
factors of difficult to observation or measurement which influence to the quantitative perception of
iwom and can relate to any independent variables. The sample data is divided into two groups by
the time, the first set of data uses t=1 as the time point, and the second set of data uses t=2 as the
time point.  Keep the two groups of sample data contain the same 103 kinds of mobile phones.
Through the first  order difference analysis,  the fixed effect  λ can be eliminated. Then we build
model with t=1 and t=2 respectively.

Where  the  definitions  of  variables  (rank,  competitor,  reduction,  date,  number,  rate,  negp,
price, feature and emotion) are as same as the formula (1) and (2). T is a dummy variable when t=1,
T=0, when t=2,  T=1, it uses to control the effects by time change.  α0is the coefficient of dummy
variable. We get the model 3 by the model when t=2 minus the model when t=1.

Model 3:

Δ ln(sale i)=Δα+Δα 1ln (rank )+Δα 2 ln(competitor )+Δα 3reduction

+Δα 4 ln(date)+Δβ 1 ln(number)+Δβ 2
1

number i

+Δβ 3 negp

+Δβ 4 ln ( price)+Δβ 5
1

numberi
∑ feature+Δβ 6

1
number i

∑ emotion+α 0

  (3.3)

Where  the  definitions  of  variables  (rank,  competitor,  reduction,  date,  number,  rate,  negp,
price, feature and emotion) are as same as the formula (1) and (2). Δ expresses the change of each
variable  from  t=1  to  t=2.  Through  the  first  order  difference,  the  immeasurable  variables  are
eliminated; it means that the errors which caused by the influence factors of difficult to observation
or measurement are eliminated. In the model 3, the dependent variable of Δln(salei) expresses the
change of the sales rank from two time nodes. The control variables and the independent variables
are  in  a  similar  way.  And  we  focus  on  the  regression  analysis  results  of  the  coefficient
β1,β2,β3,β4,β5andβ6  of  each  variable  of  online  reviews.  The  results  of  the  first  order  difference
analysis about model 3 are shown as table 2.
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Variables Model 2 Model 3

rank 0.384**（0.233） 0.242*（0.153）

competitor 0.205（0.142） -0.143（0.107）

reduction -0.012（0.297） -0.253（0.427）

date 0.254***（0.072） 1.423***（0.284）

number -0.248***（0.041） -0.515**（0.157）

rate -1.028*（0.657） -2.457（1.472）

negp 7.546***（5.821） 4.285**（3.024）

price 0.134*（0.103） -0.215*（0.174）

feature -1.725*（0.826） -0.642***（0.467）

emotion -3.217***（1.254） -4.725***（1.851）

α0 4.958***（0.627） 0.417（0.248）

Sample size 185 103

F 6.02*** 3.25***

R2 0.255 0.178

Table 2:The influence from online reviews to quantitative perception of iwom- the first order 
difference analysis

The regression results show that the model 3 has a good goodness of fit. Relative to the cross-
section analysis, the first order difference analysis has eliminated the fixed effect λ of immeasurable
variables,  thus  the  influence  of  influence  factors  of  difficult  to  observation  or  measurement  is
controlled.  Therefore,  through  the  first  order  difference  analysis,  we  can  get  more  accurate
estimated results of the influence form online reviews to quantitative perception of iwom.

In the regression analysis of the first order difference, we focus on the changes of estimated
results of each variable of online reviews. Combining with the results of the cross section analysis
and first order difference analysis, we can know that the real number of online reviews has bigger
influence to quantitative perception of iwom than the rate of online reviews. While in the masses of
online reviews, the online reviews which contain consumers' positive emotional information are the
key reviews which can strengthen quantitative perception of iwom of product.

4.Conclusions And Implication 

The paper analyzes the influence of each attribute of online reviews on quantitative perception
of iwom through the empirical research of relationship between online reviews and quantitative
perception of iwom of mobile phones.

Through the analysis of previous research achievements and combining with the particularity
of  mobile  phone,  the  paper  summarizes  the  key quantifiable  factors  and  unquantifiable  factors
which have influence on quantitative perception of iwom, including the quantifiable indicators: the
number of online reviews, rating, the proportion of negative reviews, the price of the product, and
the unquantifiable indicators: the feature words of product attributes, emotional intensity of reviews.
In the cross-section regression analysis, the paper regards online reviews as exogenous variable, the
results of regression show that the number of online reviews, rating, the feature words of product
attributes and emotional intensity of reviews have a positive influence on quantitative perception of
iwom,  while  the  proportion  of  negative  reviews  and the  price  of  the  product  have  a  negative

9
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influence  on  quantitative  perception  of  iwom.  And  the  negative  influence  caused  by  negative
reviews is much more significant than the positive influence caused by positive reviews. But if we
regard online reviews as exogenous variable, it may lead to the errors of the results of regression
analysis.

Therefore, the paper regards online reviews as endogenous variable, introducing the influence
factors of difficult to observation or measurement such as product quality to do regression analysis
of the first order difference. The results show that when the influence of potential endogenous is
controlled, the number of online reviews and emotional intensity of reviews still have a significant
positive influence on quantitative perception of iwom. The proportion of negative reviews still has a

significant negative influence on quantitative perception of iwom. The positive influence of the
feature words of product attributes is strengthened. But the adjustment form price of product to
quantitative perception of iwom changes from negative influence to positive influence, it means that
when consumers consider the product quality and other attributes, they more believe that the higher
the price, the better the quality. The influence of the rate to quantitative perception of iwom changes
from significant to below the level of significance; it means that consumers care more about the
essence of content about online reviews rather than the rate of online reviews in the field of mobile
phone.
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